INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS:
NATIONAL AND CLASS AGENDAS

Dick Bryan'

In the 19805 international competitiveness emerged as the explicit

agenda of national economic policy, to which all other national
aggregates are subordinate, or at least require compatibility. This
emergence had a lot to do with the growing international mobility of
capital and the reality that international movements of money in
particular. but also commodities. are not subject to effective state
management via conventional macroeconomic policy. As a response,
many nation states, including Australia, are developing a range of

policies which are specifically designed to impact upon the external
accounts. They are identifiable collectively by the rationale of making
the national industries more 'competitive'. This agenda has been widely

embraced in Australian policy circles, including by the Australian
Council of Trade Unions.
At issue here is the construction of a nationalist response to a globallyintegrated process of accumulation: the belief that the individual nation is
a unit which can and must balance its books in relation to the rest of the

world. However nationalism is obscuring (indeed, thereby facilitating) an
underlying class process on a global scale. With accumulation globally
integrated, technology, product design, management and marketing
techniques are all readily internationally mobile. The primary basis on
which the international competitiveness of industry within a nation is
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being detcnnined is labour productivity. Competitiveness as a national
agenda is manifesting as competition between national working classes
to increase their productivity..
Competitiveness has been conventionally defined in tenus of the theory
of comparative advantage. More recently, the a conception of national
'competitive advantage' has entered the lexicon. with quite a different
national policy agenda. By investigating the concept of competitiveness
as a national objective, it can be seen that the underlying process
involves an internationalisation of the value of labour power. With
capital now internationally integrated. the location of production rests
direcily (alihough not exelusively) on the relationship hetween Ihe valuc
of labour power and the rate of surplus value within each country
(approximately Ihe relation between long-tenn wages and productivity).
By each nation state pursuing policies designed to decrease costs and
increase productivity, and aspiring to out-do each other in the name of
international 'competitiveness', the rate of surplus value internationally is
increasing. by some combination of reducing the value of labour power
and increasing absolute and relative surplus value. The blinkers of
economic nationalism are focusing nation states (and. in Australia.
national working class organisations) on facilitating this process.
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World War up to 1982 the sum of the larger industrial countries'
imbalances (surplus and deficit comhined) never went above $100 billion
per year, and was nonnally helow $50 billion? In the second half of the
1980s this figure exceeded $300 billion per year (more than 2% of
aggregate aDP) (Turner 1991:9),
These data were alanning to national governments because the policy
'ace' which was designed to 'solve' halance of payments prohlems had
already been played, The ace was floating exchange rates, The theory
which had initiated currency floating contended that exchange Illtes
would adjust to rectify current account imbalances, 3 'External balance'
would he secured hy the market, without the need for'intervention',
History, we now know, did not understand the theory, and current
account imhalances have not heen secured by market-detennined
exchange rate adjustments. In Australia. the exchange rate was being
actively managed by the Reserve Bank within two years of its float in
1983,4 hut still without the current account heing 'rectified', Indeed, the
exchange Illte and the halance of payments combined have required more
bureaucratic labour time and active state management than before
'deregulation'.
In part. this outcome is due to the 'ideological excesses' of the laissez

laire theory adhered to hy proclaimers of exchange rate and trade
How did 'Competitiveness' Come to Rule the Policy Agenda?
International competitiveness emerged in the 1980s as a distinct rationale
for national economic policy. This rationale arose with the growing
movement of capital in the 1970, and particularly the 1980s. If Ihe
'competitiveness agenda' is to be sheeted home to onc 'event'. it is almost
certainly ihe emergence around the world of growing and - sustained
balance of payments current account imbalance, and the inability of
conventional national policy to deal with these changes. 1 From the First

Thc proposilion as poscd hcrc might appear to contend that the 1980s emphasis
on cOlnpclitivcllcss was driven hy the current account dclkit COUlltries. In lerms
of explicit policy statcmenls. this is prohahly trlle. For examrlc, in 1984. in the
facc of a rapidly rising currcnt account deficit (hut also an appreciating exchange
rate). Prcsident Rcugun uppointcd a Presidential Commission on Industrial

'deregulation', Many of those in the early 1980s who believed that
'deregulation' would answer all challenges, including 'fixing' the current
account of the balance of payments, are now a bit older and wiser, and
can reflect on the excesses of the 19805. For example, Ian Macfarlane.
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Competitiveness. But, it will be contended shortly, the momentum of the
competitiveness agenda engages all countries. and even those at the top of the
productivity ladder, often with current account surpluses, must maintain
innovation in 'competitiveness' policies which ensure that they maintain their
position.
Figures arc in 1990 US dollars.
This is a standard part of the conventional wisdom thal Free capital nows will
ensure national 'external balance'. Its modem Form is expressed in the so-called
'monetary approach to the balance of payments' (Frenkel & Johnson 1975).
See MacFarlane (1994) for a description of Reserve Bank interventions in the
past decade.
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Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia, cast Ihe f"llowing
rcflection at a '10th anniversary of the float' conference:
When we first floated. the general intellectual climate was very
purist. Foreign exchange intervention was frowned upon, the
determination of the exchange rate was to be left entirely to the
market.
The Reserve Bank shared some of these purist
tendencies,5 but fr0111 the outset we saw at least a limited role for
intervention. . . [A]s time went on our intervention became

heavier. (1994:9)
This intervention, claims the Reserve Bank, is not designed to hold the
dollar at a predetermined level, but to hold the dollar on its longer-tern1
trend by reducing short-term volatilily. It is probable that the Reserve
Bank has indeed had some success in reducing volatility in the past six
years. But there has been no discernible impact on current account
imbalances. The potential for nation state 'regulation' to 'rectify' a current
account imbalance must be questioned fundamentally. Much as the social
democrats would wish to construct 'reregulation' as the antidote to the
experiences of the 1980s, Ihe inability of the exchange rate to 'fix' the
current account had more to do with an expanding international market
for nationally-issued currencies than with a voluntarist withdrawal of the
state from price fixing in that market.
The economic orthodoxy which continues to guide policy formation is
still a loss to explain the 'failures' of the foreign exchange markets to
meet national policy goals of 'external balance'. The microcconomic
theorists have been able to contrive in the abstract the instability and
unpredictability observed in reality. In particular, there have emerged
elaborate models of speculative bubbles and unstable equilibria, by
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inserting assumptions about asymmetrical infonnation and identifying
unequal adjustment rates of the 'monetary' and 'real' sectors. Elegant as
these developments may bc, Ihey arc about theory playing catch-up with
history (showing that embellishments of a model can explain outcomes
which the model 'initially' predicted would not happen). Moreover, it
appears that the models have no profound policy implications, so that
there remains a basic belief in free market exchange rates, but no
momentum for exchange rates to bring current accounts into balance.
The result has been a perceived need for state policy to target the balance
of payments directly. In some countries this targeting has been via
programmes to secure high productivity in technologically-advanced
industries. In other countries, including Australia, the balance of
payments has been targeted via recourse to 'free markets' (so-called
microeconomic reform) and monetary policy rather than industry
policies for export expansion and import replacement. In long-run
current account deficit countries, such as Australia, the balance of
payments is constituted as a national economic 'constraint'. The solution
is thought by most commentators and politicians to lie in making
Australian industry more 'internationally competitive'. Even though the
balance of payments show that net income outflow, not the balance of
trade, is the predominant source of the current account deficit,6 the
income balance is understood as being beyond direct policy control?
The competitiveness of Australian industry, it is contended, can be
transformcd to generate a surplus in the trade balance, to offset the
income deficit and balance the current account.
The dilemma for policy is that the push to float exchange rales and
towards free trade come from the same stable, for which a belief in free

I>
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The Treasury positioll. advanced by its autocratic Secretary. John Slone. was
opposed to the 110<11. ~rom opinions expressed in the television series fA/hol" ill
POll'('/" <111(.1 hy former Industry and COl11ll1erce Minister Button (1994), the
Fcdcnsl Cabind was II hit bewildered by the whole issue of eXl.Jhangc ralc
rcgilllcs. Although the 111HlllcC sector generally and private and slale think-tanks

were auvOl:ating ,I tloalinl; of the dollar. the Reserve Hank was the only
participant ill Ihe Fctk:ral Cabinct meeting which resolved to 110at the Austr<llian
dollar which actively advocatcd thc policy.
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Sce JOllCS (19H4) for a still-pertinent cOl1sidenltion of this issuc.
There is argumenl Ihat the income outflow can he addressed by constraining the
1987;
international mohility of superannuation funds (ACTUrrDC
Commonwealth Parliamentary Joint CommiHee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and
Trade 1(91). It is eontcnded in these reports that the capturing of such funds will
reducc Australia's needs for overseas borrowing. Liule serious consideration.
however. is given 10 the market implications of sueh regulations. indicating thal
the authors' understanding of the operation and signilicance of international
linancialmarkcts is somewlmt limited.
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markets is the ideological and theoretical starting point. Exchangc rate
intervention rapidly gaincd a new legitimacy, in Australia and
internationally, as a pragmatic solution to perceived 'market failure'. But
with trade it is not so straightfolWard. The push towards increasingly
deregulatcd trade (at least within groups of countries - so-called 'bloes'but globally, too) is the dominant tendency; protectionism is condemned,
and recognised as a fringe position adopted by sectional interests. So
what is the nation state to do when a floating exchange ratc and even a
managed exchange ratc do not move the current account towards
balance, and when a movement towards 'free trade' is not tcnding to
balance the balance of tradc?
The agenda of 'international competitiveness' has been seen to offer a
national policy vision in a world where adherence to 'free markets' leaves
nation states powerless to rectify the balance of payments outcomes
which the 'frce market' has delivered. The term 'international
competitiveness' seems hannless enough -- who would advocate being
uncompetitive? But competitiveness is an attribute of competitors -individual capitals producing within Australia -- it is not an attributc of
the country itself8 So what does it mean for national policy to address
'international competitiveness' as a nationa/ issue? This is where
international class issues start to emerge as an explicit dimension of trade
policy, via the way in which nationalist policy presents what are
essentially class strategies as national imperatives.
From Comparative to Competitive Advantage
Developments in GATT and other momentum towards 'free trade' are
regulations only in the circulation of capital. They do not preclude state
policy initiatives in the sphere of production. In an increasingly

8
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This point has been emphasises by advocated of the 'competitiveness' agenda (for
example Porter 1990) but also by more conventional trade economists. such as
Paul Krugman (1994). Krugman nonetheless retains a belief in national
comparative advantage as the key to trade theory. and that "international trade is
not about competition. it is about mutually beneficial exchange" (1993).
Krugman. it appears. is having great difficulty in situating the national form
within economic theory.

7

'deregulated' international trading environment. the construction of
external balance depends on domestic policy to facilitate individual
capitals to produce locally, rather than in other countries. Such policy
must' generatc and sustain profitable export and import-competing
industries. but without recourse to controls on trade.
How particular nation states pursue the objective of creating
internationally competitive companies and industries is very much a
national question. The national policy debates play out universal themes
(from free market cases for efficiency, to centrally co-ordinated
strategies for growth). which result in nation-specific policy 'solutions'.
As the Australian case shows so clearly, there should be no expectation
that policy programmes are expressions of consistency with respect to
cconomic theory. The shift from tripartite industry policy in the early and
mid 1980s to a combination of tariff reductions and export assistance
portrays a: jumble of economic arguments, and an ad hoc set of
compromise between opposed interests, where consistency is defined
simply in terms of nationalist objectives.
In addressing the conditions of production required for the development
nationally of internationally competitive industries. there has been a
widespread shift away from 'comparative advantage' as the theoretical
rationale for policy. With the exception of the Garnaut Report (Garnaut
1989), all other major official government and semi-government reports
on Australia in the international economy in the past six years have
advocated fonns of govenunent intervention inconsistent with a
comparative advantage approach. This is despite formal adherence to the
virtues of free trade (Bryan and Rafferty 1995). The popular lexicon is
now 'competitive advantage', not 'comparative advantage,.9 This shift in
tenninology is representative of an important development, for the shift
away from reliance on the rationale of comparative advantage has come
at precisely the time when the 'free trade' policies advocated by that

9

Even the Australian Industries Commission, bureaucratic bastion of the dogma of
free markets and comparative advantage. has been forced to make some
concessions to the theory of competitive advantage (Industries Commission 1Q93:
Appendix B). See also Bureau of Industry Economics (1991. 1(93); Department
of Foreign An'airs and Trade (1 (94); Australian Manufacturing Council (1991).
1993: Department oflnduslry. Technology and Commerce (1989).
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theory are most widely recognised in national and international policy

This assumption leads the theory directly to the specification of the rules

circles.

for industry specialisation in national tenns (national factor endowments;
national factor costs). It follows that the gains of trade constituted in the

So what is the basis of this shift? It is that the notions of competitive
advantage create a space for on-going national policy initiatives (other
than simply 'deregulation') in the sphere of production, whereas

a conventional 'trickle down' thesis that 'the market' distributes the

comparative advantage does not. The limitations of the comparative

advantage will first be addressed before a consideration of the
'competitive advantage' approach.

The theory of comparative advantage assumes the domestic mobility but

international immobility of capital (defined as factor of production).
Domestically, therefore, it proposes an analysis in which the free market
is the optimal mechanism for resource allocation, with the addition of

theory are collective, national gains. There is, clearly, the presumption of
efficiency gains of free markets throughout the community. This is the
basis on whieh the Garnaut Report (1989) can postulate gains to
Australia from 'free' trade with North-east Asia. even though any gains
will be the property of individual companies. I I
Second, comparative advantage doctrine leads formally to a set of
national policies of laissez faire, with the promise that domestic
efficiency and international exchange will both expand national income

international prices to dctcnnine what is profitable to produce in an
international context. National specialisation according to comparative

and balance the external accounts. Thus the theory gives no rationale to
the nation state to formulate policies to address balance of payments
'difficulties'; simply because such difficulties ean only be explained in

advantage is, therefore, not a deliberate strategy, but the logical outcome

tenns of market distortions.

of reliance on 'free' markets, under the assumption of international capital

immobility. On this basis, the postulation of global gains from national
specialisation, and hence the potential for all nations to share in the

global gains, follows as a logical derivation.
This theory, as the essential basis for modem trade policy, displays two
problems.

First, and obviously,

the assumption of international

immobility of capital is historically false. In the current era (and the

Combined, these characteristics create the problem that comparative
advantage theory rests on the assumption of national unity and so

collective benefit; hence precluding the space for policy to construct an
explicit analytical basis for sueh a unity and collective benefit. So
comparative advantage leaves nation states without an active policy
rationale under conditions when the movement towards 'free trade'
appears to not resolve the balance of payments constraint.

future) it is not even a rough approximation. Yet international capital
immobility is a critical assumption for comparative advantage theory
because immobility is what defines the domestic, as opposed to the
international. economy. As a consequence, comparative advantage
embodies the implicit assumption that accumulation has a national

At the edge of policy debates. this dead-end has provided the rationale to

cohesion (shared domestic mobility) and that the nation engages in

the rationale for policy, has been how to recognise the mobility of capital

international exchange as a unit (a shared international immobility).IO

abandon adherence to free trade in favour of protection to domestic
industry. But the momentum towards free capital mobility is too great to
concede to this position recognition as representing anything but small,
sectional interests. The dilemma for contemporary theory, in providing

II
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Put another way. the pursuit of efficiency is determined by different processes
domestically and internationally. Domestically, efficiency (equalisation of the
rate of prolit) follows from free mobility of capital. Internationally, efficiency
follows from changes in the value of money (classical version) or changes in the
exchange rate (modem version). This directly constitutes the nation as a discrete
economic unit.
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Moreover. because the comparative advantage framework adopted by the famous
Garnaut Report (1989) assumes away the international mobility of capital, that
report fails to countenance the possibility that gains to 'Australia' may be in the

form of international investment in North·easl Asia. not exports to that region. It
is difficult to argue that corporate profits from international investment can be
constituted as a "ational gain.

10
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(which thereby negates the rationale of national cohesion found in
comparative advantage theory) yet still derive the eonclusion of
collective national gains from 'free' international markets.

II

national comparative advantage. For policy makers confronting the
balance of payments constraint, the equivalent question is how to get
export growth-oriented industries and companies to locate within a

country.
The mobility of capital eradicates the notion of a nation having factor
proportions. Instead, competitive advantage contends that different
industries, or segments of industries, or even individual companies must
be constituted as discrete units. each with their own cost structure, and
each with their own form of integration into international accumulation.

Whether we can talk of 'national' industries in a globally-integrated
world is probably as dubious as talking of 'national' economies. But there
is an underlying point which must be considered. If individual capitals
have their own mode of insertion into international accumulation, J 2 the

aggregation of a national position in the global economy lacks an
analytical basis.
With this recognised, it is apparent that comparative advantage theory
'prematurely' constructs a shared national experience of the global

economy. There can be no explanation of how individual capitals can
break free from ,their national factor proportions and expand into new
industries. and thus no explanation of how national policy can rectify a

trade imbalance when 'the market' will not do it. Policy makers in an era
of capital mobility need a theory in which national specialisation and
international 'performance' is the outcome (or aggregation) of individual
initiatives; not a theory which pre-allocates industries to nations.

The theory of international trade in the era of widespread capital mobility
has therefore had to return to such basic questions as "why do industries
locate where they do?" (Krugman 1991); or "why firms from particular
nations establish leadership in particular new industries?" (Porter

1990: 17). These questions can no longer be answered simply in terms of

12

The new analytical question, therefore, is at what point and on what basis
in the case for free international mobility of money and conunodities is

national cohesion constituted, in order to form the basis of nationally
coherent policy responses to the balance of payments 'constraint'. Here,
the so-ealled new international trade theory focusing on market
imperfeetions and the role of state intervention (Krugman 1986) has
nothing substantial to offer. The mobility of capital eauses this approach
to constitute nations as distortions within an (in principle) seamless
global economy: a conception as inane as it is irrelevant.
The alternative conception of 'competitive advantage' is seen to address
these issues; at least within the perspectives of policy makers. The
conception of 'competitive advantage' was developed by Zysman and

Tyson (1983) within the United States industry policy debate of the mid
1980s, although it is now most closely identified with the work of
Michael E. Porter (1985; 1986: 1990) from a management perspective,
and Robert Reich (1991) from a political perspective. Moreover,
advocates of this theoryl) now hold key positions in the current United
States administration. As a guide to policy formation, an emphasis on
competitive advantage is said to be the key to the countries which

successfully adapted tbeir industrial structures, and have been increasing
their share of world trade since the end of the long boom.
Competitive advantage starts not with nations. but with industries.
Competitive advantage is an attribute of an industry within a nation
compared with the same industry in other nations. By contrast,
comparative advantage is a statement about the relative efficiency of an

Perhaps it can be considercd that, while individual capitals have their own mode
of insertion into global accumulation, other individual capitals may share a
similar mode of insertion. On this basis segments of industries and sonceivably
even whole industrics within a nation hay be said to share a comparable position
in global accumulation. But this is only a descriptive aggregation, not an
analytical one. There are no mechanisms to ensure that comparability is
sustaincd.

13

Laura Tyson currently co-ordinates the Clinton Administration's economic policy
as Head of the National Economic Council. Robert Reich is the United Slates'
Secrelilry 1br Laool". Porter was a member of President Reagan's Commission on
Industrial Competitiveness, and has subsequently been adviser to a number or
national govcrnments. See Krugman (1994) for a critique of the innuence of
competitive advantage on United States policy.
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industry within a nation compared with other industries within the same
nation. In tcnns of conventional trade theory, competitive advantage is
comparable with absolute advantage (being able to sell at or below
international value). Thus, for Zysman and lySeD:
In contrast to the usual notion of absolute advantage. however.
the notion of competitive advantage allows for the presence of
economic policies that help or hinder the international
performance of different finns. Thus the competitive advantage
of the firms of a particular country in a particular market may be
the result of either real absolute advantage or of policy-induced
and hence distorted absolute advantage (1983:28).

Within this approach, absolute advantage has been reconstructed for a
particular purpose. This purpose is to wrest the analysis of trade and
efficiency from the conventional comparative advantage framework. in
order to create a space for national policy. The need to challenge the
conception of efficiency in terms of laissez faire is clear - it is the
precondition of active state policy. But because comparative advantage
postulates global efficiency gains, it is necessary also to show that
national specialisation in contravention of comparative advantage will
not lead to global efficiency losses - in other words, that one nation's
gains are not another's losses.
Competition on an international scale is therefore about individual
companies meeting international standards of costs. productivity,
teelUlology, quality and service in global, 'dcrcgulated' markets. The
development of conccpts like 'world's best practice' operates as the guide
to internationally competitive production. The (alleged) global gains
come not from national specialisation. but from intense global
competition to innovate.
This is a theory which explains the competitive position of individual
industries, even individual capitals. not nations per se. There is no sense
that individual industries or capitals are trapped by their national factor
endowments. There is scope for individual (entrepreneurial) initi,ative. In
the process, "competitive advantage has recognised that there is more to
being competitive in international markets than specialising in line with
[national] factor costs" (Porter 1990:6).

13

Thus there can be no notion of the nation being competitive, even though
the pursuit of 'national competitiveness' is the eatehcry which rationalises
so much national economic policy.14 According to Porter, "[w]e must
abandon the whole notion of a 'competitive nation' as a tenn having
much meaning for economic prosperity". A nation's high standard of
living "depends not on the amorphous notion of 'competitiveness', but on
the productivity with which the nation's resources (labor and capital) arc
employed" (1990:6). The standard of living depends not just on
increasing output per worker but, in a more dynamic framework, on the
ability of companies to move into morc and more sophisticated
industries, where productivity is higher. Hence, within this approach, the
onus is on the individual finn to succeed in the international market - to
be in the 'right' industries, and to be cost. quality and service competitive.
It might appear, therefore, that this is an approach to international
accumulation in which there are individual players. but no (national)
teams. Far from it. Nations are central to this analysis - the critical point
is where in the theory national aggregation becomes important. For
comparative advantage, assumptions about capital mobility provide a
precise economic definition of nationality. For Porter. and the theory of
competitive advantage. it is at the point of state policy formation.
According to Porter,
Whilc globalisation of competition might appear to make the
nation less important. instead it seems to make it more so. With
fewer impediments to trade to shelter uncompetitive domestic
finns and industries. the home nation takes on growing
significance because it is the source of the skills and the
tcchnology that underpin competitive advantage. (1990: 19)
So nations are important, yet only because they exert different impacts
on competitive advantage.
Competitive advantage is created and sustained through a highly
localiscd process. Differences in national economic structures.

14

Note, for example. the title of the current Govemment's major industry statement
(Commonwealth of Australia 1991).

~ Buildillg a Competitive AusJralia
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values, cultures. institutions. and histories contribute profoundly
to competitive success. (1990: 19)

Thus it is policies of the nation state, rather than attributes of the nation
space. which make the difference; policies that can create structures,
values, cultures which are compatible with competitive advantage. Thus
nations arc being defined socially and politically, insofar as these
dimensions manifest in production and productivity as a nationally-sited
process.
Herein lies the agenda for potentially far-reaching nation state
intervention, in securing internationally competitive industries, but
without reliance on trade restrictions or a low exchange ratc. And herein
lies the constitution of the nation as an aggregated, economic entity. For
a nation to move up the productivity ladder requires its companies to
move into higher productivity industries. The corollary is that lower
productivity industries must be relinquished, and this requires state
mediation of the conflicting interests of different parts of (total) capital.
Moreover, industries must not only have high productivity by domestic
standards; they must achieve international standards if they are to
survive. Competitiveness, therefore, is not itself an attribute of nations,
but of specific companies and industry segments, and the role of state
policy is to facilitate the development of that attribute.
How does the conception of 'competitive advantage' appear to resolve the
problems that comparative advantage cannot address? First, 'competitive
advantage' provides the state with a rationale for structural adjustment
policies which, while not meeting the contradictory needs of all parts of
capital, can be seen to be securing the transformation of that part of
capital which is conspicuously losing in the face of ,deregulated' trade
and investment. Australia's steel industry, vehicle industry and textile
industry plans in the second half of the 19805 are conspicuous
illustrations of this form of struclural adjustment policy.
Second, and more significantly, comparative advantage poses the gains
from free trade at the level of exchange because it requires sta~e policy to
do no more than free-up the exchange process. In contrast, competitive
advantage poses the gains from free trade at the level of production.
Finns are most profitable internationally when they have the best

productivity, the greatest product innovation, the best technology, the
best service. etc.. Framed in this way, the state has a role in addressing
the balance of payments constraint, for the nation state can nurture a
culture of productivity. technological development and service. In the
process, it encourages domestic production by companies producing
internationally-traded goods. so reducing import demand. and increasing
exports. 15
The balance of payments is thereby the direct object of policy within a
free trade setting; something not possible within the perspective of
comparative advantage. Whether this is attributable explicitly to the
theory of 'competitive advantage' as the catalyst for policy is not the
critical issue. Policy never unfolds according to the dictates of theory,
although the Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce has
explicitly drawn on Porter's work as the (probably only ex poste)
rationale of Australia's 'interventionist' industry policy of the 19805
(DITAC 1989, ch.2). This does not mean that Porter has discovered
productivity as a 'new' key to national economic performance, or that
Porter's model is being adopted as a textbook for national policy makers;
only that Porter is roughly describing a policy process that national
policy makers may well be discovering for themselves. At most, the
theory of competitive advantage offers an ex poste coherence to a
sequence of discrete policy decisions. More generally, competitive
advantage theory has certainly depicted, even if it has not explicitly
dictated, the general thrust of many national policy agendas. including
Australia's. Insofar as Porter presents an underlying logic to policy
development, it is important to look at some of the social and economic
contradictions which are part of that 'logic'.
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This need not be a purely mercantilist agenda ~ Ihe belief that wealth comes from
a trade surplus. It is entirely compatible with the theory of competitive advantage
that successful development of such industries will lead to exchange rate
appreciation, causing the competitiveness of local production to decline. Such a
possibility explains why the slate must continue 10 nurture even higher
productivity industries. The increase in national wealth renected in the exchange
rate appreciation is only temporary.
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Competitiveness and Surplus Value

In the competitive advantage framework. the international economy is no
longer constituted as exogenous, but as the arena in which all capital
competes. State policy is no longer evaluated by the criterion of laissez
laire, but in tenns of securing the development of an industrial structure
and social culture which will ensure that 'national' companies adapt to

relations to those most compatible with profitable production. The whole
of social organisation must be ordered to facilitate productivity increases,

and the possibility of subsidising 'uncompetitive' sectors, in the so-called
'national interest'. is disappearing.

Second, while national policies can potentially (and must) advance

participate in the productive initiatives occurring in the international

productivity, this. in itself, is not sufficient to secure competitive
industries. Productivity must not only increase; it must increase more

system.

rapidly than in other countries. The most productivity-centred form of

Yet while this construct serves to empower domestic policy makers. it
does so at the cost of renouncing an established explanation of national
collective will and collective economic interest. For comparative
advantage, the domestic distribution of the gains from trade comes via an
'objective' market allocation of resources. There are standard (albeit
hypothetical, trivial and deceptive) arguments to support this marketdriven system. But for competitive advantage. even this rationale is
absent.

standard which all other nations must follow. It should be noticed in this

For competitive advantage, national unity is constituted not by a formula
for the nationally-shared benefits of success (or burdens of failure) but

by the capacity of state policy to deliver high productivity growth.
Critically, the gains from trade are individually defined, so that collective
national gains require widespread success in productivity growth, and
this in turn is contingent upon the subordination of social order to the

productivity objective. Underlying the idealised notion of a flexible,
educated and adaptive economy is a primal)' emphasis on increasing
productivity. Porter is emphatic on this point: "productivity is the prime
determinant in the long run of a nation's standard of living ... The only
meaningful concept of competitiveness at the national level is national

productivity" (Porter 1990: 6).
There arc some significant implications of this agenda. First. with
national policies to facilitate the development of competitive success as
the defining characteristic of the national economy, the national

economy is itself defined in terms of productivity. Indeed, \he social,
cultural, managerial and institutional dimensions of productivity,

emphasised by Porter, arc about transforming the totality of social

T
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national social. political and economic organisation therefore sets the
context that while competitive advantage does not have a strong sense of
nationality in the conventional sense of factors of production, there is a

clear notion of nationality defined in the spheres of productivity and
production. The conception of nationality thereby can be understood in
terms of national processes of surplus value appropriation.
Porter's own vision of competitive advantage emphasises the shared

virtues of a high productivity society, and the potential for rising wages.
The case of Singapore could be cited as an instance of the Porter
formula, where state-initiated wage increases were designed as an

incentive to move labour into higher productivity sectors (Gehlers 1994).
Yet the reality of pragmatic policy formation is that international
competition in the rate of growth of relative surplus value inevitably (at
least in all but the fastest growing countries, such as Singapore) has
recourse to increasing the rate of absolute surplus value (to wage

increases less than the rate of growth of production; perhaps even real
wage cuts). Although reducing the benefits to labor is not the model's
ideal path to competitiveness, it can nonetheless be (and widely is being)
constructed as an unavoidable (pennanent) short term aid to national
competitiveness in a fiercely competitive world.

Accordingly, in Australia we see the emphasis on labour market
flexibility as the key to international competitiveness. This has two
edges. The first emphasises the inherent virtue of flexibility in facilitating
structural change in the Australian economy towards more
internationally competitive industries. The Industries Commission put it
succinctly:
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Both eases for labour market flexibility - structural change, and wage
restraint ~ have a logic as strategies to increase the competitiveness of
industry in Australia. Any capitalist would be delighted to enter the
export market or eompete with imports knowing that their employees arc
productive, versatile and cheap by international standards.

Underlying persistent high unemployment is evidence of
structural problems. The economy is not as flexible and
responsive to change as it could bc. Labour markets arc not
functioning as well as they could - in terms of encouraging
people to move 10 expanding arcas orlhe economy and equipping
them with necessary skills to undertake the tasks involved. As a
result. opportunities to promote morc growth and creatc
additional jobs arc being lost.

In short, the case for labour market flexibility, in the context of a
perceived balance of payments constraint, is to be understood
predominantly as a strategy to increase surplus value, under the auspices
of the state. Moreover, this programme has been embraced by the
Australian Council for Trade Unions. Indeed, 'strategic unionism', which
has become the new official vision of the Australia's trade union
movement, is centred on the rationale of increasing the profitability of
industry as the defining characteristic of progressive unionism. IS

Rcfonn of labour markets can raise productivity to support high
and rising standards of living and create employment directly,16
(Industries Commission 1991·92: 7)

The second edge to the advocacy of labour market flexibility is thc
pragmatic expectation that flexibility will facilitate a fall in real wages. 17
This fall would cheapen production in Australian both directly and
indirectly. by taking the pressure off interest rate increases (and
consequent exchange rate appreciation) as the policy tool for controlling
inflation. This rationale for labour market 'rcfonn' has long been
advocated by the Reserve Bank. For example. Governor Bemie Fraser
has contended:

But in an international setting the rate of surplus value is defmed by
international, not just national, criteria. This international dimension
must cause us to reflect with concern on both the state and ACTU
strategy for competitiveness. To increase productivity within a nation is a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition to increase the rate of surplus
value. It all depends on what is happening to productivity in other
countries. The rate of surplus value is maintained or increases only if
productivity increases in Australia are faster than in other countries. This
is the essence of international competition.

While monetary policy must continue to bear down on inflation
and inflationary expectations. it cannot deliver low inflation· at
acceptable costs - on its own. This task has to be shared with
other policies. especially wages policy (1990: 2).

16

17
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International competition is, of course, not new~ but it now manifests
with a new fervour. While, in the past, this has been an agenda
constructed by the need for national responses to a balance of payments
crisis (and hence only a direct threat to workers in balance of payments
deficit countries), the new agenda is universal. To avoid being a deficit
country, productivity of industries within the nation must keep
increasing, and more rapidly than before. Put another way, while wage
cuts in the framework of comparative advantage arc politicised in a
national framework - as in the implications of the nation living beyond

fahrcr and Pease (19(4) cast significant doubt over the capacity of productivity
increases to generate employment increases. Indeed. they suggest tnat
technological change leads to eithel greater income inequality or less
employment.
A productivity strategy such as tlwt adopted in Singapore. as cited above. relics
on centralised control of wages to give signals to capital about needs to increase
relative surplus value. Australia's decentralisation of wage determination. on Ihe
other hand. places the emphasis on incentives to labour to increase 'productivity.
or lose employment. Critically. the Australian option does not privilege relative
surplus value over absolute surplus value. and so is to be understood as a shortterm response to competitive pressures because there are limits to increases in
absolute surplus value.

. .__ "_.•.._.
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See in particular the recent publication Unions 2001 (Evau Foundation 1995) as a
sustained ex.position of Ihe case that the future role for trade unions in Australia
lies in co-operation with management in realising mutual gains from increased
efficiency.
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its means - in competitive advantage. the momentum for wage cuts is
directly economic. expressed as an international class process - the need
for individual capitals to lower their costs of production; and this latter
logic applies to all capitals, everywhere.
To project the future of wage determination, it can be conjectured that,
while wages continue to be negotiated on a national scale, via national
bargaining processes, these national processes arc increasingly being
driven directly by international criteria. Cross-national differences in the
value of Jabor power will increasingly reflect the rate and absolute level
of surplus value which can be appropriated within countries. High value
of tabor power countries are those in which capital can appropriate high
(relative) surplus value; low value of labor power countries are those in
which capital can only appropriate low rates of surplus value, with
reliance on absolute surplus value.

Conclusion
Under the aegis of comparative advantage theory, with international
specialisation based on factor costs, the response to a balance of
payments crisis had two edges: cut domestic demand, to reduce imports,
and reduce factor costs. In popular parlance, this has been posed as the
nation 'living beyond its means'; needing to 'tighten its belt'. This is a
politicised rationale, imposing a collective onus on national labor,
derived from the image of collectivity constituted in the theory of
comparative advantage.
During the 1980s, this agenda has changed to an individualised,
economic (market based) rationale for higher productivity labour and
wage increases less than productivity, to ensure that individual industries,
or even companies, are able to compete in internationally-exposed
markets. As an economic constraint rather than a politically nominated
policy agenda, it now applies to workers in balance of payments surplus
as well as deficit countries.
In the context of national strategies for competitive industries, the theory
of competitive advantage correctly focuses on the role of the nation state
in securing internationally-competitive rates of surplus value. There is
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the hope, but not the guarantee, that the rate of surplus value can be
increased sufficiently to support an increasing value of labor power. But
international competition means that increases in surplus value within
onc country are being compared with increases in other countries and
only in those countries with a relative increase in relative surplus value
will the value of labor power increase over time, while remaining
compatible with the international profitability of capital.
So the value of labor power is still nationally fonnulated, with the nation
state instrumental in that process. But international competition is
inserted into domestic formulation as a primary detenninant. The nation
state's role is increasingly to facilitate the international commensurability
of the value of labor power, constructed as national competitive
necessity. This situation amounts to a global contest between national
working classes, to deliver the highest rate of productivity increase for
the lowest value of labor power. Stripped of its nationalist presentation,
policies for international competitiveness only 'solve' nationallyexpressed policy contradictions by projecting the national fonn of class
conflict to an international scale (Bryan 1995).
What has this meant for class politics on an international scale? For
capital, nationalism manifests as a means by which individual nation
states facilitate the international continuity of value appropriation.
Apparent national rivalry provides the framework within which capital
can safely compete. For labour in Australia, nationalism, particularly in
the fonn of 'economically responsible' unionism, has left the terrain of
international class politics entirely to capital.
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